ABOUT US
Detectnology (UK) Ltd specialise in the sale, hire and most comprehensive maintenance support service of the world’s most advanced weapon, threat and narcotic detection equipment.

Given our long standing working relationship with our country’s correctional and judicial public sectors, our comprehensive advisory and supply services are totally unbiased and with complete transparency in order to meet with our clients expectation.

Detectnology (UK) Ltd are completely independent to any one manufacturer therefore & whilst our recommendations are totally unbiased, our objectives are to ensure the most appropriate screening and detection equipment are supplied to specifically suit the needs and demands of each individual application.

We endeavour to ensure the rightful products coupled with value for money are at the forefront of our advisory service and comparable to environmental expectations and performance capabilities.

Whatever the application, whatever the environmental demands, Detectnology (UK) Ltd will ensure your needs are met with the most technologically advanced screening apparatus available coupled with the most competitive affordability and proactive level of service.
SCREENING

Detectnology (UK) Ltd design, distribute and directly supply security screening equipment to an array of government sectors and industries.

In addition to manufacturing our own walkthrough metal detectors and hand held devices, we are proud to announce our distribution collaborations with the most globally renowned companies such as Adani Security, Braun International, Evolv Technologies and Gilardoni Spa, for all baggage and cargo x ray machines, as well as the latest technological advanced Transmission X Ray Body Scanners and the Innovative Mass Threat Detection Systems.

Detectnology have sourced and secured the highest quality screening products on the market today for our extensive and valued clients and now offer exclusively the BVMAX mattress scanner, designed with our country's correctional facilities in mind – this innovative new product offers the ability to screen mattresses for contraband with the high inspection capabilities available. The BV MAX will detect contraband such as Drugs, Sharps, Data storage, Mobile phones, Sim cards, SD Card and many more items.

AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE OR LONG TERM HIRE
PEOPLE SCREENING
Our Archway metal detectors are purposely designed for High Security Estates and Loss Prevention applications.

MATTRESS SCREENING
Detectnology (UK) Ltd now exclusively offers the BVMAX Mattress Scanner, designed with our country’s correctional facilities in mind.

CARGO/LUGGAGE SCREENING
We offer a full array of the highest quality and technically advanced x ray machines & for all applications.
**I-SCAN BODY SCANNER**
The I-Scan Body Scanner is exclusively available from Detectnology (UK) Ltd only and for the sole purpose of supplying our country’s establishments with the undisputed and unrivalled people screening device that will combat against any/all illicit contraband and narcotic substances being illegally entered and facilitated within our prison estates.

The i-Scan DV 2nd view is generated at a different angle from the full body view. This provides the operator with the uniquely valuable benefit of two images to compare.

Just like the full body view, the settings are independently adjustable from 0.10uSv per scan to 2.0uSv. Additionally, the system can be operated as a single view unit.

---

**DETECT HSU601 AMD**
The DETECT HSU601 walk-through metal detector can be used in many aspects of security screening and offers high detection performance: its VLF (very low frequency) technology is reliable at detecting all ferrous and nonferrous metal threats.

The high-speed detection circuit can check up to 60 people/min.

The DETECT HSU601 comes with 27 Zone, multi-zone detection fields, its sensitivity can be set in accordance with the relevant safety measures. In nine clearly distinguishable detection zones, the position of a suspicious metal object is accurately displayed – using optical elements in the side panels (red LEDs) and on the electronic control box’s control panel.

---

**CELLSENSE POLE**
The Cellsense portable security pole is an entirely passive unit that is the most effective mobile phone detector currently on the market, capable of detecting mobile phones which are switched off or broken down in to smaller parts.

The Cellsense pole detected small mobile phones that had been digested so there is no health and safety concerns when scanning overtly or covertly.

The Cellsense Pole is ferromagnetic detection system so it will not false alarm on silver coins or other non ferrous metallic objects.

Its unique design means that it can be deployed very quickly as a freestanding portable unit or as a wall mounted unit, with its rechargeable internal battery packs.
The BV100100TB X-ray baggage security system is a very convenient and effective solution for places where there is a need of control of heavy load and parcel. This X-ray machine has an easy loading design with its lower deck pallet of just 30 cm.

The BV100100TB X-ray baggage scanner will be optimal solution for customs facilities, airports, logistics companies and parcel services or wherever security screening of heavy packages is required. It guarantees small footprint, high throughput and effectiveness of screening process.
SURVEILLANCE
Detectnology (UK) Ltd have the infrastructure to design and supply various types of surveillance systems and whether fixed or mobile applications, our fully comprehensive design service will provide you with the latest technologically advanced equipment to suit all budgets and requirements.

In conjunction with the manufacturer, Detectnology is able to survey, design, install & commission, and maintain highly functional and refined Closed Circuit TV Systems.

STATIC & MOBILE CCTV
These system is recognised by licensing officers, police forces and courthouses throughout the UK. So why be left?

AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE
OR LONG & SHORT TERM HIRE
COMMUNICATION

Detectnology (UK) Ltd have been providing two way radio communication solutions to the leisure Industry, social and sporting events and private security sector with unrivalled levels of service.

Whether for purchase or hire, all of our valued customers benefit from our immediate response to all enquiries, same day dispatch and comprehensive field and repair centre back up support service.

Whether you are looking for an individual communication system or a multiple site application, Detectnology are able to provide you with the right product and maintenance program.
HIRE
Detectnology (UK) Ltd retain the largest fleet hire and the most extensive product range available for any/all applications.

The majority of products within our comprehensive range are available on a rental basis. Whether individual screening devices are required for short-term applications or to complement customer’s existing asset management, Detectnology is renowned for its immediate response, accessibility, delivery and installation.

For all comprehensive and complete security screening infrastructure requirements Detectnology have the experience to undertake the whole planning process including local authority and policing liaison, identifying specific equipment assignments and ensure all screening provisions remain fully functional in accordance with customer expectations and objectives.

For all hire enquiries please contact the our specialists where potential security concerns and breaches will be supported, assessed and counteracted.

CONSULTATION
Detectnology (UK) Ltd offer a complete consultation service which includes planning and advisory security services.

Upon receipt of a customers’ objective or potential security vulnerability, we act in supporting each individual application with a full consultation, establishing the risk, the prevention and, ultimately, the cure.

We use your application to assess the environment, any potentially known vulnerability or risk, the visitor footprint expectancy along with any timing restrictions on attendances accessibility. This enables us to allocate the correct equipment, define a suitable schedule and for specific technological devices to be adequately implemented in order to achieve patrons safety and alleviate/reduce any avoidable liabilities.

Detectnology will keep the unforeseen at bay whilst providing optimum levels of operational screening procedures and limitations to any potential threat.

SALES
Our product range includes an array of purchasable solutions with a vast majority stocked and available for next day delivery.

One of our core objectives is to support our valued clients, particularly when any unforeseen or unplanned requirements become apparent.

Our extensive product range has been designed, manufactured or sourced exclusively and done so with our customers’ specific requirements and environmental demands at the forefront of our objectives.

Our experienced technical support directives continue to source and identify innovative and technologically advanced apparatus in order to ensure our recommendations demonstrate optimum levels of quality, performance, reliability and conformity with the aim of reducing or eradicating any potential risk of criminal activity.

All of our products are supplied with full warranties and extensions to the manufacturers statutory guarantees are accessible extensively.
MAINTENANCE

Detectnology (UK) Ltd offer the most comprehensive and transparent service provisions available.

Whether after sales service programs are required or whether our National and European extensive Field Engineer support team are appointed to maintain our valued customers existing asset management, all Planned Preventative and reactive call outs are undertaken efficiently, periodically and with the most proactive response times (to site) accessible.

Our extensive field engineer support team are qualified and trained to attend to an array of product types and manufacturer models, therefore any/all instructions assigned will benefit from with most optimum level of back-up support available.
Whilst collating 25 years of extensive experience within the ‘people screening’ industry, serving our country’s valued public and private sector clients, the accumulated wealth of knowledge as well as our company’s progressive & sustainable growth, has now enabled us to manufacture and/or design our own technologically advanced product portfolio to rival any other ‘household’ brands, specifically with our valued clients expectations and bespoke requirements being incorporated & at the forefront of our objectives.
OUR CLIENTS
Since inception Detectnology have developed a longstanding relationship with a wide spectrum of clients from the following industries and sectors below.

From exhibitions to conferences, from night clubs to corporate events, from Government facilities to private property, Detectnology keeps the unforeseen at bay. Interruptions and interference can be inconvenient and costly. Detectnology’s expertise in specialised security equipment will help keep your operations running smoothly, whatever your line of business.

PRISONS SERVICE
Detectnology specialises in the Planned Preventative Maintenance programs for all correctional facilities and their associated asset management, retaining extensive protected records and ensuring key performance indicator (KPI’s) are always met regardless of the challenges thrust upon them.

WAREHOUSES/CARGO HUBS
Detectnology has extensively advised and supplied the nations Logistic companies with people screening equipment in order to reduce, even eradicate internal theft and potential operational losses.

EXHIBITIONS & EVENTS
There has been an increased onus of late over the importance of security and screening surrounding events and social gatherings, Detectnology offer the ability to purchase or hire security equipment for your venue.

LAW COURTS
With a wealth of experience providing products and maintenance to the country’s Judicial estates, extending to in excess of 20 years, Detectnology ensures all security screening devices remain fully operational at all times and a backup support unrivaled by any other security service provider.

POLICE FORCES
Detectnology has supplied countless screening devices and advisory services in order to assist, support and eradicate potential threats and attacks on their respective local communities.

AIRPORT & TRANSPORT HUBS
We are proudly associated with the sectors most regulated and industry approved security screening devices, operational throughout most Airports and Transport Hubs today. Detectnology can supply, support and maintain existing equipment asset management as well as the latest technological advancements.

SECURITY OPERATIVES
Detectnology are recognised and authorised suppliers to the private security sector, having extensive experience in supporting company communications, surveillance and detection requirements.

RETAIL PARKS & SHOPPING
Detectnology have been supplying the retail sector with many products & services from body worn camera surveillance to people screening devices and explosive detectors.

SPORTING EVENTS & ARENAS
We can supply a comprehensive range of people screening equipment, surveillance and communications, whether for hire or purchase, Detectnology has accumulated a wealth of experience with outdoor social and sporting events.